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SAVE THESE mHSTRUCTION$
Read agg instructions before using _his appR_ance, When using
gas or e_ectr_caJ appliances, basic safety precautions should
be foilowed, _ncaud_ng the fo_aowHng:

Outside Edge Of
Bracket To Be

With Le_ O_
Right Side Of Rango

:

Toons you will need:

• Phillips head screwdriver
o 1 3/8" open end or adjustable wrench

m

m

11

Remove the bracket from the
prepack located inside the oven.

Decide whether the bracket will be
installed on the right or left side of
range location.

tf the bracket side of the range is
adjacent to a cabinet, place the
bracket against back wall and
cabinet as shown in Figure 1.

tf there is no adjacent cabinet,
determine where the location of

the range side (painted outside
panel) will be. Piace the bracket
with its outside edge at this
location and against back Wall.
See Figure 2.

Determine whether you will anchor
the bracket to the floor or wall.
Make sure this location is clear of
electrical wiring or plumbing.

Fig, t

m

Fig, 2

Fasten the bracket securely with
the screws provided. Screws are
self-drilling in wood, plywood,
particle and chip board, and most
metal framing. If attaching to
masonry, you can buy suitable
screws and anchors at hardware

stores. Use a masonry drill bit to
drill the required holes.

Wall
Plate

Attachment To Wall

a

u

Using the wrench, back out the
four leg levelers at least two turns.
See your installation guide for
more leveling information before
positioning range.

Slide the range into place. Be sure
rear leg leveler fully engages the
slot in the bracket. If range cannot
be moved back far enough for
rear leg leveler to enter bracket,
move bracket forward as required
and attach to floor in new location.
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WARN,I GI To
pvev.ent accedentag
t[ppeng of Ehe range

rein abnormag usage_
[ncUuding excessive _oading
of the oven door_ attach the
range _o the _aal or floor bV
6nstagHng the Anti.Tip
device suppHedo t]_the range
is moved for cl®aning,
see-Jicing or any reason, be
sure the Anti-Tip device is
re.engaged propevUy when
the range Js sBJidback [n the
opening° Failure to do so
couk_ result in the range
tipping or personall Bnju_yo To
_nspect tlhe anSi°tip device_
remove the storage dra_er
and aook to see if the rear

geg _eve]]e_ fully engages _e
sUo_ _n _he b_ac_e_o

_mpe_a._: To insure safety for
yourself, family and home, please read
your Owner's Manual carefully. Keep it
handy for reference. Pay close attention
to Safety Sections. _E SURE your
appliance is installed and grounded by a
qualified technician.

o DO _O't leave children atone or
unattended near an appliance in use.

o _I_ACH CH_LDREH not to play with
controls or any part of the appliance,
and not to sit, climb or stand on the
door, or any other part of the appliance.

o

CAUTI]OH: HEVIER STORE items
of interest to children on the

backguard or in cabinets above the
appliance. Children climbing on the
appliance could be seriously injured.

_EEP "tH_S book for later use.

HEVER USE your appliance for
warming or heating the room.

NEVF..R TRY to repair or replace any
part of the appliance unless instruc-
tions are given in this manual. All other
work should be done by a qualified
technician.

• ALWAYS _EEP combustible wall
coverings, curtains, dish cloths,
towels, potholders, and other linens a
safe distance from the appliance.

,__SV_R HEAT unopened food
containers. Pressure buildup can
cause the container to burst and cause

injury.

_,_:VER L_:_V_ jars or cans of fat or
drippings in your oven.

. AL_AY$ _EEP the oven and

surface unit areas free from things that
will burn. Food, wooden utensils, and
grease buildup could catch fire.
Plastic utensils could melt and canned

foods could explode. Your appliance
should never be used as a storage
area.

. ALWAYS KE_F' your appliance clear
of things that will burn (gasoline and
other flammable vapors or liquids).

• NEVER "tRY to clean a hot surface.
Some cleaners produce noxious
fumes, and wet cloths or sponges
could cause steam burns.

HEVER _EAR loose fitting clothing
when using your appliance.

NEVER USE a towel or other bulky
cloth as a potholder, and make sure
the potholder is dry. Moist potholders
and wet cloths or sponges could
cause steam burns. DO Ho'Ir let

potholders touch hot heating zones,
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o DO NOT touch heating zones,
surfaces near them, or interior oven
surfaces. These may be hot enough to
cause burns even though they are
dark in color. During and after use, do
not touch or let clothing or flammable
material contact the zones or hot

surfaces until they have had time to
cool: Other surfaces near the oven
vent openings, oven door and
window, and cooktop surfaces may
also be hot enough to cause burns.

o ONLY SOME kinds of glass or
ceramic cookware can be used for

cooktop cooking. Make sure the
cookware you choose to use is
designed for cooktop cooking without
breaking due to the sudden tempera-
ture change,

o ALWAYS USE care when touching
cooktop elements. They will retain
heat after the range has been turned
off.

o NEVER BLOCK the oven air vent, on
the backguard of the range,

• COOKWARE USED for cooktop
cooking should be flat on the bottom
and large enough to cover the heating
area being used. Undersized utensils
expose the heating element and may
result in direct contact or ignition of
clothing.

• NEVER LEAVE surface units

unattended at high settings. Boilovers
result in smoking or greasy spills
which could catch fire,

NEVER cook on a broken cooktop;
cleaning solutions and spillage could
penetrate it and create the risk of
electrical shock or fire,

ALWAYS TURN utensil handles
inward and away from other surface
units to reduce the risk of burns,
ignition, unintended contact, and
spillage.

° PLACE GVEN RACKS in the

desired position while the oven is
cool. If racks must be moved while

oven is hot, do not let potholder
contact the hot oven element.

o AFTER BROgUNG, always take
the broiler pan and grid out of the
oven and clean them. Leftover

grease in the broiler pan could catch
fire the next time you use your oven.

o ALWAYS USE care when opening
the oven door. Let hot air and steam
escape before moving foods.

,, NEVI_R USE aluminum foil to line the

oven bottom. Improper use of foil could
result in the risk of electrical shock and
fire.
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,_CLEAH ONLY the parts listed in this
manua!. Follow all cleaning
instructions. Be sure to remove broiler

pan and grid be[ore the self-clean
cycle.

o NEVER RUB, move or damage the
door gasket on self-cleaning ranges.

o NEVER TRY to clean utensils,
cookware, removable parts, or broiler
pan and grid in the self-clean cycle.

o DO HOT USE oven cleaners - No
commercial oven cleaner, or protective
coating of any kind, should be used in
or around any part of the oven.

• HEVER force the door handle open
while the oven is hot.

mMPORTANT SAFET_
N_)TSCE_

The Ca0ifom_a Safe Drinking
Water and Toxic Enforcemen_
Act requDres the governor of
California to publish a Hst of
substances known to the state
to cause b[_h (]efects or other
repro(]uct_ve harm an(] requi,'es
businesses to warn their cus,.
tomevs of potent_a0 exposure to
such substances,, The fiberggass
insulation in a seaf-c0ean_ng oven
wiJn give off a very smaDI amount
of carbon mono:,:i(]e (]uring the
cleaning cycUe. Exposure can be
minimize(] by ventUng with an
open (]got or win(]ew or usBng a
VentiDat_on fan on' hog(],,

READ AHD UHDERST, AHD
THOS _HFORMATmOH HOW!

Be sure eve_'yone 8n your home
knows what to (]o gn case of fi_o

Hever use water on a grease
f_re; it w_H ongy sprea(] the
fgames,

COOKTOP GREASE F_RE:

Hever pick up a f_amin9 pan...

t,, Turn off the surface elements,

2_ Smother the flame with a tightly
fitting lid. Use baking soda or a dry
chemical, foam, or halon type
extinguisher.

OVe:H F_RI_:
Do not try to move the pan_

1. Close the oven door and turn
controls off.

2_ If fire continues, carefully open the
door, throw baking soda on the fire,
or use a dry chemical, foam, or
halon type extinguisher,
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Profectingthe Ceohtep

• Do not slide cookware across your
cooktop.

• Do not use a dishtowel or sponge
to clean or wipe your cooktop.

o Do not use scouring powders or
plastic, nylon or metal cleaning
pads on your cooktop.

• Do not apply your cooktop cleaning
creme to the cooktop surface if the
surface is hot.

o Read the instruction label on the

cooktop cleaning creme bottle
before attempting to clean the
surface of your cooktop.

° After cleaning the cooktop surface,
be sure to wipe off any residue with
a dry paper towel that may be left
from the cleaning creme.

o For major spills, turn the surface
control knob to @FF. Use a dry
paper towel to wipe up spill, then
use a razor scraper (held with a
pothotder) at a 30 ° angle against
the surface of the cooktop to scrape
remaining spill from the hot cooking
zone.

#P AT/@N

@ AuTn@N: When the
surface controBs are

turned off, the Ho_
Surface Bnd_cator

Hgh_ _H! remain ,it until the
cooktop surfac® has cooled
to approximatelly 150°F. The
glass ceramic surface _iH
etetain heat a_er th®

inelic.ator tl_eht eoes ou_. Use
cauteon u.t,li the cooktop |
suNace has had t,m® _o cool.)

To remove the adhesive left from
packaging tape, use household
dishwashing liquid, mineral oil or
cooking oil. With a soft cloth rub into
the area and allow to soak. Rinse and

dry well. Repeat procedure using an
appliance polish to insure no damage
is done. This shoulld be done
befor® the range is tu_ed on
for _he tf_rst timeo The tape)
cannot be remo'vod o.ce _ho

tango has heat®d, Packaging
tape may be found in the following
areas: Cooktop surface, Door Handle,
Control Panel area, Door Trim and

,Oven area.

• Do not cook directly on the surface
of the glass.

o Do not use the cooktop as a cutting
board.
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OPERATION
FEATURESOFYOURRANaE

Clock & Timer Oven Control
Hot Surface Indicator
Light Oven Light

Switch

Cooktop Control

Surface
Indicator Light

Glass Ceramic
Cooktop

Door Latch And
Unlatch

Broil Element

Model and Serial
Number Location

Oven Vent

Cooking Zone

Oven Door
Latch

Removable
Racks

Bake Element

Storage
Drawer

Broiler Pan
and Grid

Gasket

Removable
Oven Door
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OPERATION
Radiant Coo op Cooking
Before using your new radiant
cooktop, clean it with the Cooktop
Cleaning Creme®. This will leave a
protective coating.

The cooking zones are shown by the
outline on the glass. The sign below
,each control knob shows you which
radiant zone is turned on by that

knob O@
Cooking Zones 0

Use pans and woks that are flat on
the bottom. The size of the pan
should be the same size as the zone
used when cooking.

If you don't ' '

know if your _ _,cookware is
flat on the
bottom, try this test.Turn your pan
upside down on the countertop and
place the edge of a ruler flat against
the surface of the pan. Rotate the
ruler a full circle, checking as you turn
for any space between the two
surfaces. The bottom of the pan and
the edge of the ruler should fit flush
against each other all the way across.

Stainless SteeU: Highly recom-
mended for use with your new
cooktop. Especially good with a
sandwich clad bottom.

AOuminum: Heavyweight aluminum
cookware recommended.

Cas_ [iron: Cast iron cookware that

is completely covered with porcelain
enamel is recommended. Cast iron

that is not covered with porcelain
enamel may scratch the glass
ceramic surface of the cooktop,

Copper Bottom." Has good
performance, but it can leave a
residue on the cooktop surface.

Qllass.Ceramic or Stone.are:

Usable, but not recommended. It may
scratch the surface of the cooktop.

Size of
cooking
zone

Pans should be fiat on bottom.
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OPERATION
RadiantCoo ep Cooking

When the knobs are turned on, coils
beneath the glass radiate heat
through the glass to the cooking
!utensil. It will take a few minutes for
the coils to heat; as they do, a red
glow can be seen on the surface of
the cooktop.

_e

R

Push down to turn
the knob.

Set on or between

numbers for _ _
desired heat. " _,

/ y,'

The surface unit indicator light will
glow when any cooking zone is
activated.

It is normal to see the elements glow
red and then dark while cooking at
settings below high. This cycling on
and off is used to maintain your
selected control setting. Cycling when
the selector is set on Hi is due to poor
transfer of heat to cookware that is not

flat. The temperature timiters of the
cooking zones may turn the radiant
coils on and off while cooking or
canning to provide protection against
the overheating of the glass ceramic.
This procedure helps maintain an
even cocking temperature without
allowing the cooking zones to
overheat.

Water-bath or pressure'canners and
large diameter pots extending more
than !" beyond the edge of the
cooktop element may be used for
canning. How®vet, do not use large
diameter canners, pots or pans for
anything other than boiling water.
Most syrup or sauce mixtures, and all
types of frying, cook at temperatures
much higher than boiling water. Such
temperatures could eventually harm
the cooktop surfaces surrounding the
surface units.

Ha

MED

LO

Used for quick starts, such as
bringing water to a boil.

Used for slow boil and

sauteing,

Used for steaming foods or
keeping cooked foods at
serving temperature.

t, Be sure the canner is centered
over the element.

2, Make sure the canner is flat on the
bottom.

3, Use recipes and procedures from
reputable sources. These are
available from manufacturers such
as Bail® and Kerr®, or the
Department of Agriculture Exten-
sion Service.

k4° Use caution while canning, to
prevent burns from steam or heat.
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OPERATION
Clock,Timer& OvenControl

Your new range CLOCK, 3"gMER and OVEN operations are simple and easy to
understand.

The HOU_MIN arrow pads allow you
to set the exact time you need.

The display in the center of your control
will show:

1, The time of day CLOCK.

2, The amount of time you choose
when using the TIIMER.

3, The temperature selection as you
turn the oven control knob.

Your control has individual indicator

lights that wilt show you the operations
you have chosen.

As you read through your manual, you
will find what each of these indicators is

used for and how they will help you in
understanding your new control.

If the display flashes an '_F', followed by
a number and beeps continhously, you

have a function error code. Note} the
number after the "F', Turn the dven
control knob to the OFF positio6. Allow
the oven to cool for about 1 hour and

retry the oven operation. If the problem
repeats call for service. Advise the
technician what the flashing code was.

When the power to your range is turned
on for the first time, the display will flash
the time when the power was turned off.
You can set the clock at this point or
press the clock pad to stop the flashing.

As a safety feature, this oven will
automatically shut off if it has been left
on for more than 12 hours. This feature
can be disabled. See page 16.

Your new control has the special feature
of blacking out the display (have
nothing showing in the display). To
activate this feature:

if the time of day is showing in the
display, press the CLOCK pad once.

To bring back the display from the time
of day black-out, press the CLOCK
pad twice.

I 11



OPERATION
Clockand Timer

The CLOCK and I;'gMER are set by
using the touch pads. The TSMER will
not control any oven operation.

After releasing the arrow pad, the Timer
Indicator Light and colon will blink three
to five times, then the timer will start the
countdown. The Timer Indicator Light
wilt remain on until countdown reaches

When the timer has started the count-

down, you may press the CLOCK pad
to return to the current time of day.

At the end of the countdown the control

will beep and the Timer Indicator Light
will flash. Press the TItMER ON/OFF

pad.

o

Press the CLOCK pad
twice to make display flash.

Press the HOU_NUTE
UP or DOWN pads to set
the time of day. The colon
will flash while you set the
time.

The clock will automatically start
keeping time within one minute or you
may press the CLOCK pad for
immediate start.

if ybu have selected an amount of time,
but decide to change it:

If the countdown is showing in the
display, press the MBNU"tE/NIOUR
UP or D@WN arrow pad, Select the
desired time.

If the time of day clock or temperature is
showing in the display, press the
_'IMER ON/OFF pad. Then, press
either the M_H_'_'E/H@_R _P or
#8_i_ arrow pad. Select the desired
time.

The 3"g_ER is only a minute timer, it wilt
not control oven operations. The
maximum time you may set is 11 hours
and 59 minutes.

!_:iI

2,

Press the 3"81_ER OH/OFF

pad. "0:00" and the Timer
Indicator Light wil! flash,

Press the HOUR/
_IIH_TE _P or D_)_H
arrow pads to set the time
you prefer to use. The
colon will flash while you
set the time.

If you wish to cancel the _ER, press
the _ER O_IOFF pad once, If the
countdown is not showing, press the
3'_ER OH/OFF pad twice.

12



OPERATION
OvenCookingTips

tt is normal to have some odor when
using your oven for the first time. To
help eliminate this odor, ventilate
the room by open_ng a w_ndew
or using a vent hood.

I_MPORTAHlr: Never cover the oven
bottom or oven rack with aluminum

foil. Improper use can cause poor
heat flow, poor baking results, and
may damage the oven finish.

In the back of the oven you wilt notice
a small tube. This is a heat sensor
that maintains the temperature of the
oven. Never move or bend this tube.

Temperature Sens

Opening the door often to check
foods wilt cause heat loss and poor
baking results.

The low temperature zone of your
oven (between 170° and 200 ° F)is
available to keep hot cooked foods
warm. However, foods kept at these
temperatures longer than 2 hours
may spoil.

The oven vent is located under the
right rear element. This area could
become very hot during oven use.
Never block this vent,

Preheating is bringing the oven
temperature up to the temperature
you will be using during baking. Let
the oven preheat thoroughly when
recipes call for preheating.

13



OPERATION
OvenCookingTips

FLAT COOKUlS SHEETS, without
sides, allow air to circulate all around
the cookies for even browning.

The Oven Temperature Sensor
continuously senses and controls
the temperature inside the oven. To
keep a constant set temperature,
the elements will cycle or turn on
and off during cooking.

The oven racks are designed with
stop locks, a convenience as well as
a safety precaution. The guides have
a bump to prevent the racks from
tilting when they are pulled Out of the
oven.

Bum

SHDNY PANS reflect heat, and are
perfect for cakes and quick breads
that need a light brown crust.

GLASS, DARK NON-STUCK OR
DARK_N1ED BY AGE
BAKIEVZARI_, absorb heat, and can
be used for yeast breads, pie crust or
foods that need a brown crust. The
oven temperature, when using these
pans, should be reduced by 25°F.

If baking with more than one pan,
place the pans so each has at least 1
to 1 1/2" of air space around it. Place
pans so one is not directly above the
other.

Your oven has four (4) rack positions.
Above the top guide cannot be used
for a rack position.

Guide

A6ways pBace oven racks _n the
proper posi_on wh_le oven _s
cool,
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OPE TION
OelenCookingTips

Your oven control has a selector knob

for setting BAKE, BROIL, or
CLE.&N. Simply turn the knob to the
temperature setting you want to use
or to Broil or Clean.

You may feel that your new oven
cooks differently than the oven it re-
placed. We recommend that you
use your new oven a few weeks to
become more familiar with it, follow-
ing the times given in your recipes
as a guide. See Do It Yourself Tem-
perature Adjustment in the back of
this manual to make the adjustment if
you feel your oven is too hot or too
coot for your cooking preference.

a

Tho I]ndicator Lnghts:

PREHSA'T'ED Indicator Light
turns on and stays on when oven
has reached selected bake tem-
perature.

@V_N @1_ Indicator Light -- turns
on and stays on when a Bake, Broil
or Clean function has been chosen.

o CLEA_] Indicator Light -- turns on
for self-clean. If the C"-EA_
Indicator Light flashes, you should

check for one of the following:

to The door handle is latched during
a baking function;

The door handle is not latched
during a self-clean function.

15



'8,, Turn the OVEN CONTROL
KNOB to selected temperature
from WM to 550°F. As the knob
turns the control display will show
the changing temperatures, When
the display shows your selected
temperature release the control
knob. The temperature will remain
in the display for 5 seconds then
return to the time of day. To recall
the temperature display press the
minute down arrow pad.

2. The "OVI_N O_" indicator light
will glow.

3. When the oven has reached the

selected temperature, a series of
short tones wil! sound, and the
"PREHEATED" and "OVE_

OH" indicator lights will glow.
4. The "PREHEATED" and

"OVEN ON" indicator lights will
remain on until baking is complete
and the control knob is turned to
the O_:l: position.

•a. With the control knob in the off
position, press and hold the
MtiN UP and DOWN arrow pad,
at the same time, until "ON" or
"OFF" shows in the disp!ay,

2. Holding the I_tlH UP or DOWH
arrow pads again at the same
time, will alternate between 12
hour shut-off on or off.

16



OPERATION
B il"rol mg

Broiling is cooking by direct heat
from the upper element. The oven
door should remain open to the broil
stop position during broiling,

t
It is not necessary to preheat the
oven when broiling. Use the broiler
pan and grid that came with your
range, Both are designed for proper
drainage of fat and liquids.

gf foil is used it must
be monded tJghtgy to
the gr_d and slits cut
_nto the foil to match

those of the grid, This
allows fats and Jiquids to
drain 8nto the bro_Jer pan,
preventing fire and
excessive smoke,

AQways remove the pan and
grid from the oven, F,
Storing or forgetting _'J__)
a so_aed broiler pan
in the oven is a potentiaU
smoke or fire hazard.

The U,S. Department of Agriculture
notes that meat cooked rare is

popular, but meat cooked to only
140°F (rare) means that some food
poisoning organisms may survive.

The closer you place foods to the
broil element, the faster foods brown
on the outside yet remain red to pink
in the center,

Moving meats away from the element
will allow the meat to cook to the
center while browning on the outside.
Cook side 1 at least 2 minutes longer
than side 2. if your oven is connected
to 208 volts, you may want to use a
higher rack position and/or broil
foods longer.

The size, weight, thickness, starting
temperature and your preference of
the doneness of the meat will affect

broiling. This chart is based on meats
at refrigerator temperature,

FOOD

Steak 1" thick
Ground beef

patties
1" thick

Pork Chops-l/2"
thick

,_Fish (fillets)
Chicken (pleces)

RACK
POSITION

3

TOTAL
TIME (MIN.)

9-11

3 16-18

3

3
2

27 -29

11-13

45-55

tl. Set the OVEN CONTROL
KNOB to BROIL.

2. The "OVEH" OH" indicator light
wilt glow.

3, When broiling is finished, turn the
OVEN CONTROL KNOB to the
"OFF" position,

17



SelfoCleaninUCycle

CAREANDCLEANIN 

t ° Remove the broiler pan and grid,
oven racks, utensils and any foil
that may be in the oven.

2. Soil on the front frame,t" inside
the oven, and outside the door
gasket wil! need to be cleaned
by hand.

Front Frame

S

Clean these areas with hot water,
soap-filled steel wool pads or
cleansers such as Soft Scrub@ to
remove any soil. Rinse well with clean
water and dry,

3. Wipe up any heavy spillovers on
the oven bottom,

4. Do not clean the door gasket. The
fiberglass material of the oven
door gasket cannot withstand
abrasion. It is essential for the
gasket to remain intact. If you
notice it becoming worn, frayed or
displaced on the door, it should be
replaced.

The door gasket is designed to have
a 5-6" gap at the bottom of the door.
This allows for proper air circulation.

Door Panel Gasket

Door Liner

It is normal for your oven door to give
the appearance of not having a good
seal against the range, This is due to
the gasket, The location of the gasket
on the oven door maintains a good
seal and prevents any heat loss.

_ tensiWs shouRd never
be lef_ in the oven

during a seUf.oUean
cycBe.

The oven racks may he
cneaned during the seOf,,
cllean cyclle, but will ]lose
their ]luster and beceme hm'd

te sgide, gf you cheese te
_Beave them in during the
cycne, wiping them dewn
with vegetabHe oH] after the
cycDe _iiB heOp them s]lide
easier°

For the first cOean cycBe,
vent the room w]lth an
opened w_ndow or hoed
vent° This wHg ,'educe the
edor produced when heat[n9

18



CAREANDCLEANING
Se/foCleaningCycle

t. For best results, follow the steps in
PRePARiNG YOUR OVEN.

2. Slide the latch handle to the right.

3. Turn the oven control knob to
"CLEAH'. The "CLEAH" and
"OVEH ON" indicator lights will
glow.

4, The handle will lock when high tem-
peratures are reached.

5. The clean cycle lasts 4 hours and 20
minutes. This includes cool down
time, The "OVEN OH" and

"CILEAN" indicator lights will blink
at the end of the clean cycle.

6. After the cycle is finished, turn the
oven control knob to the off position,

7o When the temperature has cooled,
the door latch handle will easily slide
to the left.

Turn the oven control knob to the off

position. You will need to wait for the
oven temperature to drop below the
lock temperature (approx, 1 hour)
before attempting to open the door. The
indicator light will not blink if the cycle is
interrupted,

After the cycle, you
may notice some,
white ash in the
oven, Just wipe it up
with a damp cloth or
sponge.

If white spots remain, scrub them with a
soap-filled steet wool pad. Be sure to
rinse lhoroughly. These are usually
deposits of salt that cannot be removed
during the cycle.

Ill for any reason you are not
sat,stied with She clleanJn9
results, just repeat the cycge°
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Gla. °Ceramic Coo op
Cleaning
Cleaning a glass-ceramic cooktop is
different from cleaning a standard
porcelain cooktop. To maintain and
protect your glass-ceramic cooktop
follow these basic steps.

gMPORTAHT: Using arazor scrape,' wiOanot
damage the surface if
the 30 ° angle Rs main-

tained. Do not use a duU! or
nicked razor baade on your
coo_op. Sto_e the razor
scraper out of reach of chiktven,

Use only Cooktop Cleaning Creme® on
glass.ceramic.

Fo_ normaJ, light soig:

t, Using a damp paper towel, rub a
few drops of creme onto soiled area.
Wipe until all soil and creme are
removed.

o Clean surface with creme after each

cooktop use. Frequent cleaning is
essential in preventing scratches
and abrasions.

For heavy, burned.on soil:

t° Apply a few drops of creme to the
cool, soiled area.

11 Using a damp paper towel, rub
creme into the burned-on area.

Holding a razor scraper at a 30 °
angle against the glass ceramic
surface, carefully scrape remaining
soil.

Sugar spills (such as jellies, fudge,
candy syrups) or melted plastic can
cause pitting of the cooktop surface
unless the spill is removed while it is still
hot. Special care should be taken when
removing hot substances.

Follow these instructions carefully and
remove soil while spill is hot.

t. Turn off the cooking zone affected
by the spill. Remove the utensils.

2, Wearing an oven mitt, hold the razor
scraper at a 30° angle against the
cooktop and scrape hot spill to a
cool area outside the cooking zone.

3u With spill in a coot area, use a dry
paper towel to remove any spillover.
Any spill remaining should be left
until the surface of the cooktop has
cooled. Do not continue to use the
soiled cooking zone until all of the
spill has been removed. Follow the
steps under Heavy Soil to continue
the cleaning process.

o II any soil remains, repeat the steps
listed above. For additional protec-
tion after soil has been removed,

polish the entire surface with creme.
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CAREAN#  NIN6
Glass.Ceramic Cooktop
Cleaning

As the Creme cleans, it leaves a
protective coating that helps prevent
buildup of mineral deposits (water
spots) and will make future cleaning
easier. Dishwashing detergent
removes the protective coating and
should not be used.

o Water stains (mineral deposits) are
removable using the creme or full
strength white vinegar.

,, Do not use a dull or nicked razor
blade on your cooktop.

o Do not use abrasive cleaners or

abrasive scouring pads on your
cooktop.

o Plastic mesh pads, such as Dobie®
may be used,

To order additional Cooktop Cleaning
Creme®, call your nearest Sears
Service Center or Retail Store, ask for
(Stock No. 40079).

o Most cleaners contain ammonia,
chemicals and abrasives that

damage the surface of your
cooktop. Use only the Cooktop
Cleaning Creme® for proper
cleaning and protection of your
glass ceramic surface.

,, If you slide aluminum or copper
bottom cookware across the
surface of the cooktop, they may
leave metal markings which appear
as scratches'_ Use the razor scraper
and cooktop creme to remove
these marks. Failure to remove this

residue immediately may leave
permanent marks.

o If pots with a thin overlay of
aluminum, copper or enamel boil
dry, bonding with the glass ceramic
surface of the cooktop may occur.
This black discoloration should be
removed immediately or it could
become permanent.

o Use of glass cleaner may leave an
iridescent film on the cooktop.
Cleaning Creme wild remove this
film.

CLEAHVNG MATERIALS

• Dishwashing detergent
o Warm water
o Soft cloth

DO not USe abrasive caeanevs_
industr_all cReaners or b_each.

CLEAHmHG MATERgALS

o Dishwashing detergent
o Warm water
oSoals-filled scouring pad
o Commercial oven cleaner

TO CLIEAH

Allow the pan to soak. Sprinkle the
grid with dishwashing detergent and
cover with a damp cloth or paper i
towel. Rinse and dry well, Scour as
needed, You may also place both the
pan and grid in the dishwasher.
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RemovableParts

CLEAHnHG MATERnALS

° Dishwashing detergent
• Warm water
o Soft cloth

Molded Rib
CJear ---_.,

aroove _. _f_

Spring CRip

TO REMOVE

t. Be sure the control knob is in the

off position

2, Pull straight off the stem Using a
piece of string can make removing
the knob easier Slip the string
under and around the knob
pulling Straight out

TO CLEAH

Wash the knob thoroughly with soapy
water Dry completely with a soft
cloth DO HOT get the knob
SOak

F Glass Reta6ner

Live

BUlb / _'-J'"_..,.,

GBass Cover

TO RI_PLACE

1,, Unscrew glass cover and remove

2 Unscrew the light blub

3. Replace the bulb with a 3 1/2 40
watt appliance bulb

4. Replace the cover

TO REPLACE

t. Check the back of the knob

2. The molded rib of the knob is

designed to fit perfectly onto the
knob stem

3. Align the molded rib to the clear
groove in the knob stem Push the
knob back as far as it will go



CAREANDCL ANING
RemovableParts

TO REPLACE

Lift the front of the drawer stop
and lower the stop of the drawer,
through the opening of the base
rail.

CLEANI]NG MATERIIALS

o Dishwashing detergent
o Damp cloth
o Warm water

TO REMOVE

1. Pull the drawer out until it stops.

2. Lift the front of the drawer until the
stop guide of the drawer clears the
stop guide on the base rail.

3,, Lift the drawer up and over the
drawer stop,

TO CLEAN

Wipe the inside and outside with
warm soapy water and a damp cloth
or sponge. Do not use harsh abra-
sives or scouring pads on the drawer.

2. Lower the front of the drawer and

push back the drawer until it
stops.

3,, Lift up on the front of the _rawer
until the stop guide of the_drawer
clears the stop guide of the base
rail. Slide the drawer into place,

I@ CAUTI]OIP_: The drawergives you space for
keeping cookware and

bakewae'e. Plastics and
flammable rnateriaOs should

not be kept _n th_s drawer,
Do not overlload the storage
drawer. _f the drawer is too
heavy, it may sll_p off the
base rail_ when opened.
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AN#  NING
RemovableParts

CLEANIHG MATIERHALS

• Dishwashing detergent
o Warm water
o Scouring pad or soap-filled stee{

wool pad

TO REMOVE

t, Putl the racks out to the stop lock
position.

2, Pull up the front of the rack and
slide under the bump of the rack
guide.

TO CLEAN

Clean with warm water and detergent.
For hard to remove stains, gently
scrub with a scouring pad or a soap-
filled steel wool pad. Rinse well.

TO REPLAC_

t, Place the raised back of the rack

onto the rack guides.

2, Lift the front of the rack until the

raised back slides under the bump
of the rack guides.

8, Slide the rack al! the way back.

a

REMOV_

Open the door to the broil stop
position.

Grasp the door at each side and
lift up and off the hinges. DO HOT
,LIFT DOOR BY THE
HANDLE,

CAU.T OH: W ®n me
I _ door !s removed and
"-._ the hinge arms are at
the broig stop pos_ionp as a
p_caut_on, cover _he hinge
em_s _th _oweHn_ o_ _n
empty pape_ towe_ _oUtl.Do
no_ bump o_ _ tlo mo_e 11he
h_nge arms _h_le wo_ing _n
_he oven area_ They could
snap bac_ caus_n_ _nju_ _o
_he han_s o_ _ama_e _he
porcelain _n;ish o_ the _on_

TO REPLACE

'_, Make sure the hinge arms are in
the broil stop position.

2, Lift the door by the sides.

,..-3,Line up the slots at the bottom
edge of the door with the hinge
arms.

4, Slide the door down onto the hinge
arms as far as it will go.

5, Close the door.
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BEFORECALUNGFORSERVICE
To save you time and money before making a service call check the list below for any
problem you may feel you have with the performance of your range If the problem is
something you cannot fix use the Consumer Service Numbers located at the back of this
manual. When making any calls have the Model Ne,, Repair Parts list,
Use and Care Manual and the Date of Purchase available.

The dispUay of your
con_ro_ is flashing
"F" foBowed by a
number or letter.

PROBLEM POSSgBLS CAUSE POSSaBLE SOB.UTmOH

Range malfunction Press the CLEAR/OFF
pad Let the range cool
for 1 hour and place the
range back into an oven
or cleaning operation if
code repeats call for Ser
vice

T_ny scralLches or
abrasions on the
cooktop.

a. Use of incorrect
cleaning materials,

b. Coarse particles (salt,
etc,) between cook-
ware bottom and

cooking surface.

o. Cookware with rough
bottoms.

a. Use only Cooktop
Cleaning Creme@,

b. Make sure the cooktop
surface and bottom of
cookware are Clean be-
fore using.

c. Use only flat bottomed
cookware

Metaa raarkings on
the cooktop surface
(may appear as
scratcr-_es).

Sliding or scraping
metal utensils and cook
ware across cooktop
surface

Use recommended clean
ing procedure to clean
the cooktop surfade

Areas of discoiora Mineral deposits from
tJon on the cooktop water or food
surface.

Use recommended clean
ing procedure to clean
the cooktop surface

Dark s_reaks and
specks on _he
cook_op surface.

a Encrusted believers

or grease splatters
aD Use razor scraper and

follow the directions in

the cleaning section of
this manual.

_. Incorrect cleaning
materials.

b Use only the Cooktop
Cleaning Creme@ on
the cooktop surface

Cook_op, oven and
oven control w_lll
no_ wo_k.

No power to range,

25

Check the circuit breaker
or fuse. Make sure the

power cord is plugged in.



B FOR 'CALUNOFORSERVICe'
PROBLEM POSS_SLE CAUSE POSSISILF SOILUTIOH

Cooktop cooking Oven controls set Check the Oven Cooking
zones work, but incorrectly. Section on setting the
oven willl not turn on. oven control correctly.

Oven _empe,'ature Thermostat Calibration. See the adjustments
seems _naccu,'ate. described following this

section.

Oven ,wHO not unaock. Clean cycle is not Oven temperature must
finished, drop below the lock

temperature before the
door wili unlock.

" tOven R,gh does not ao Light switch in off a. Check oven light
_o,'K,, position, switch on the control

panel,

b. Oven light bulb b. Check the oven light
burned out, bulb.

Oven d_d not a. Controls were not set a. Check the self-cleaning
cgean or resuBts properly, section of this manual.

_ere poor,, b. Clean cycle was b. The normal clean cycle
interrupted, should last 4 hours.

c. Oven was soiled c. Heavy spillovers
heavily, should be removed be-

fore the cycle is set,
You can also repeat
the cycle.

Oven _s_okes. a. Dirty oven, ao Check for heavy
spillover.

b. Improper use of b. Use of foil not recom-
aluminum foil. mended,

¢. Broiler pan containing c. Clean pan and grid
grease left in the after each use,
oven,

Oven emits o_o_,, ao Oven insulation may a. Put oven through self-
emit odor during the clean cycle to speed
first few usages, up process of odor

"wearing off",

bD Failure to wipe out
excess soil prior to
the self-clean cycle.

b. Wipe excess soil off
before beginning self-
clean cycle.
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BEFOREOALLIN6FORSE'RV/C '

Foods do not bake

properBy.

PROBLEM POSSIIBILS CAUSE POSS85LE SOLUTBON

a, Oven is not pre- a, Be sure to preheat,
heated long enough.

b. Improper rack or
pan placement,

c. Oven vent blocked
or covered.

b. Maintain uniform air

space around pans
and utensils; see oven
cooking section,

¢o Keep vent clear,

cO. Improper use of foil, d. Use of foil not recom-
mended on racks or
oven bottom.

e. Improper tempera-
ture setting for
utensil used.

f. Recipe not followed,

e, Reduce temperature
25 degrees for glass
or dull/darkened pans.

f, Is recipe tested
reliable?

g_ Improper thermostat g. Check oven tempera-
calibration, ture adjustment

section.

h. Range and oven h. Check the installation
rack not level, for leveling,

Foods do not broiB a, Improper rack a, Check broil pan
IProper,y, positiofl.

bo Oven preheated.

c, Improper use of foil.

d, Oven door closed

during broiling.

placement; see
broiling section,

b. Do not preheat when
broiling.

¢o Do not let foil cover slit
in the grid; this will
prevent grease
drainage.

do Open door to broil
stop position; see
removable oven door,

e° Low voltage (208).

_, Improper broiling
time.

e° Use higher rack
position.

f° ' Check broiling chart in
broiling section.
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"## If' F#URSELf"
TEf PERATURE
ADJU$;rM Nf'

You may feel that your new oven
cooks differently than the oven it
replaced. We recommend that you
use your new oven a few weeks to

! become more familiar with it, following
the times given in your recipes as a
guide.

If you think your new oven is too hot
(burning foods) or not hot enough
(foods are undercooked) you can
adjust the temperature yourself. The
appearance and texture of foods is a
better indicator of oven accuracy than
an oven thermometer to check the

temperature setting of your new oven.
These thermometers can vary by 20-
40 degrees. In addition, the oven door
must be opened to read these
thermometers. Opening the door wil!
change the temperature of the oven.

To decide how much to change the
temperature, set the oven
temperature 25 degrees higher (if
foods are undercooked) or 25
degrees lower (if foods are burning)
than the temperature in your recipe,
then bake. The results of this "test"

should give you an idea of how much
the temperature should be changed.

t o While the control knob is in the off

position, press and hold, at the
same time, the HOUR UP and
DOWN arrow pads until the
display shows a two digit number.

2, Press the HOUR UP arrow pad to
increase the temperature from the
original setting up to +35 ° F hotter.

OF

Press the MOU_ I#OW_ arrow

pad to decrease the temperature
from the original setting down to
-35" F cooler.

3. When this adjustment has been
made the display will return to the
time of day.

This adjustment will remain in memory
until these steps are repeated, and a
new temperature is selected. It will
remain in memory even after a power
failure.

This adjustment will not affect the Broil
or Clean temperatures,
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RAD/AHTRAHGEWARRAHTY
f
rFULLOHEYP.AR_ARRAHTYOHTHEFUHCTJOH|HGOFALLPARTSEXCEPTGLASS
PARTS

If, within oneyearfrom thedateof installation,any partfails to functionproperlydueto a defectin
materialor workmanship,Searswill repairor replaceit, freeof charge.

FULLPIVEYEARWARRAHTYO_ THERADIAHTCOOKTOP

For fiveyearsfrom thedateof purchase,Searswill repairor replacetheradiantcooktop,at our
option, lreeof charge,if anyel lhe tollowingdefectsoccur:

,, Crackingof theceramiccooktopdueto thermalshock

o Discolorationof theceramiccooktop

,, Wear-offof thepatternon theceramiccooklop

o Crackingof therubbersealbetweentheceramiccooktopand theporcelainedge

o Burn-outof anyof theradiantsurfaceunits.

If therangeis subjectedto otherthanprivatefatuityuse,theabovewarrantycoverageis effectiveIoi
only 90 days.

WARRANT"/SERVICEIS AVAILABLEBYCONTACTINGTHENEARESTSEARSSERVICECENTER/
DEPARTMENTtN THEUNITEDSTATES

Thiswarrantygivesyouspecificlegalrights,andyou mayalso haveotherrights whichvary from
stateto state.

_._ SearsRoebuckandCo,Dept.817WAHotfmanEstates,IL60179 j

To fu_her add to the value of your Range,
Buy a Sears Maintenance Agreemento

Years of Ownership Coverage 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year _

t.Fleplacement of Defective Paris ' W " J_i_A _M,_

2'Annual PreventiveMaintenance : " _ .... tl/_ - _ M,i_ .....
Check at your request

W. Warranty MA • Maintenance Agreement

KenmoreRangesaredesigned,manufacturedand testedforyearsof dependableoperation.Yet,any
modernappliancemayrequireservicefromtime to time,TheSearsWarrantyplustheSears
MaintenanceAgreementhelpsprovideprotectionfrom unexpectedrepairbills.

ThechartabovecomparesthewarrantyandMaintenanceAgreementandshowsyouthebenefitsof
a SearsRangeMaintenanceAgreement.

Contaclyour SearsSalesAssociateorLocalSearsServiceCentertodayandpurchasea Sears
MaintenanceAgreement.
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For the repair or replacementparts you need
delivereddirectly toyour home

Call 7 am - 7 prn, 7 days a week
t °800=366°PART

(1-800-366-7278)

For in-home major brand repair service

Call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
I -S00°4oR_PAUP.

(1-800-473-7247)

For the locationof a
Searsparts and Repair Center in yourarea

Call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

t °80@°488° t 222

For information on purchasinga Sears
Maintenance Agreement or to inquire

aboutan existing Agreement

Call 9 am - 5 pro, Monday-Saturday

t °800=827o6655

America's Repair Specialists
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